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In any ranking of the greatest survivors in world history,'Abd al-Rahman I would have
to be near or at the top of the list. The grandson of the last distinguished caliph (leader of the
Muslim faithful) of the Umayyad dynasty, he had barely survived the vengeful slaughter of the
many male descendants of that first house of Muslim rulers by the warriors of the 'Abbasid coalition that had seized power in 749. After narrowly escaping capture and beheading on his estate
on the upper Euphrates River, 'Abd al-Rahman, dodging 'Abbasid pursuers and bounty hunters
alike, fled through Syria and Palestine and across north Africa. After a half decade as fugitive, he
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finally found uneasy sanctuary in Morocco at the western end of the lands to which Islam had
spread to that point in time. In 755, the 24-year-old crossed the narrow Straits of Gibraltar that
separated north Africa from the Iberian peninsula. Rallying to his cause several hundred Syrians,
whose homelands had been the mainstay of the vanquished Umayyad dynasty and who had
joined in earlier Arab-Berber campaigns to conquer the peninsula, 'Abd al-Rahman began his
quest to become master of Iberia.
Despite continuing resistance by rivals and rebels from within and invasions plotted by
Abbasid rulers in distant Baghdad,'Abd al-Rahman steadily consolidated his control over Iberia.
His early victories, particularly the capture of Córdoba in 756, secured his position as the paramount lord on the peninsula within years of his arrival. In the following decades as the capital
of a flourishing Muslim kingdom, Córdoba grew rapidly into one of the most cosmopolitan and
celebrated cities in the Mediterranean world. COrdoba boasted well-paved and well-lit streets,
houses with running water, one of the world's finest universities, and a library with over 400,000
volumes at a time when the largest collections in Christian Europe contained a few thousand at
best. But COrdoba's crowning glory was its great mosque. It was famed for its hundreds of splendid marble columns topped by ornate horseshoe arches and its elaborately decorated vaulted
ceilings, shown in Figure 7.1. But even more remarkable than its distinctive architecture and
decoration were the ways in which the mosque encapsulated the exceptional synergy generated
by cooperation among and the blending of the diverse peoples and cultures that came together
in Islamic Spain.
Like the development of Muslim civilization more generally, the construction of the great
mosque of Córdoba owed much to earlier and even contemporary rival civilizations. It was built
on the ruins of a Christian church, and many of the pillars that supported the signature horseshoe
arches were taken from Roman ruins. And although the influence of Syrian-style Islamic architecture is apparent, the mosque's bell tower and thick walls decorated with geometric stone carvings
shared key features with the Romanesque churches then found throughout Latin Christendom.
Much of the mosque's stonework, and especially its intricate mosaics, were crafted by Christian
Orthodox artisans from Constantinople, and its architects, laborers, and overseers were drawn
from Arab and Berber Muslim migrants as well as the majority Christian population of Iberia.
The cross-cultural influences and interethnic and religious cooperation that played such
vital roles in the construction of the grand mosque of Córdoba were also prominent features of
Muslim Iberian society as a whole. Under the Muslims the peninsula became a key locus for the
transmission of ideas, technology, and material culture between the Middle East, north Africa,
and Europe. Arab and Berber migrants brought paper (originally invented, as we, have seen, in
China) and refined steel working to al-Andalus (the Arab name for Iberia), and their descendants
carried leather working skills back to Morocco and the broader Muslim world. Muslim migrants
to Iberia also introduced sophisticated irrigation systems and a wide variety of staple foods and
plants, including oranges, sugar cane, and cotton.
Jews and Christians, as"people of the book7were allowed in Iberia as in the rest of the Muslim
world to worship openly, to regulate their everyday lives according to their own laws, and to collaborate with Muslims in trade, scholarship, and the arts. Arab and Jewish scholars in Córdoba,
Seville, and other urban centers, for example, were renowned throughout the Mediterranean for
their translations of classic Greek texts. By the tenth and eleventh centuries, their collaboration
had become pivotal for the recovery in Latin Christendom of the writings of the great Greek
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philosopher and scientist Aristotle in such critical areas as astronomy, mathematics, geography,
and meteorology. Muslim Spain was a key source of the tradition of wandering minstrels or trou-
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In the chapter that follows we shall see that in many ways Muslim Iberia was a microcosm—albeit a
very forward-looking one—of much of the Islamic world in its early centuries. Although spread initially mainly by nomadic camel-herding peoples of Arabia, Islam was from its inception a religion of
the towns and trade. Muhammad himself was a successful caravan leader before he began to receive
the divine revelations that transformed him into the founder of one of the great world religions. As
in Iberia, conversion to Islam as it spread from Arabia was generally peaceful and voluntary, and in
the early decades the faithful were, if anything, reluctant to recruit new believers. Even after the new
faith came to undergird vast and expansive empires, such as those fashioned by the Umayyads and
Abbasids, adherents of other religions based on divinely inspired scriptures—from the Jews and
Christians to the Hindus—prayed and practiced their rituals openly, and their communities very often
flourished economically. As was the case in Iberia, many of the most brilliant contributions of early
Islamic civilization came from the openness of Arabs to borrowing from the ancient civilizations that
surrounded the Arab heartlands. The Arabs' absorption and then innovations on the sciences, arts
and technologies of Greece, Rome, Byzantium, Persia, Egypt, India, and China were essential to the
rise of the first genuinely global civilization in human history.

Before the rise of Islam, Arabia
was a peripheral desert wasteland
whose once great trading cities
had fallen on hard times. The
sparse population of the Arabian
peninsula was divided into rival
tribes and clans that worshiped

local gods.
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MAP 7.1 Arabia and Surrounding Areas Before and During the Time of Muhammad Although much
of
Arabia was separated by vast deserts from surrounding classical civilizations, as the map shows it maintained
contact by sea in the west and south and through camel caravans into Palestine and Syria.

All about us is an iron wilderness; a bare and black shining beach of heated volcanic stones. .. a vast
bed and banks of rusty and basaltic bluish rocks. . . stubborn as heavy matter, as iron and sounding
like bell metal; lying out eternally under the sand-driving desert wind.
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What were the major ways in which the city of Mecca interacted with the bedouin tribes that
lived in the desert areas around it?

The Arabian Peninsula (Map 7.1) was a very unlikely birthplace for the first global civilization. Much
of the area is covered by some of the most inhospitable desert in the world. An early traveler wrote
of the region,

PART III The Postclassical Period, 600-1450: New Faith and New Commerce

In the scrub zones on the edges of the empty quarters, or uninhabitable desert zones, a wide
variety of bedouin or nomadic, cultures had developed over the centuries, based on camel and goat
herding. In oases like that pictured in Figure 7.2, which dotted the dry landscape, towns and agriculture flourished on a limited scale. Only in the coastal regions of the far south had extensive
agriculture, sizable cities, and regional kingdoms developed in ancient times. Over much of the rest
of the peninsula, the camel nomads, organized in tribes and clans, were dominant. Yet in the rocky

Bedouin [BEHD-oo-ihn] Nomadic
pastoralists of the Arabian peninsula;
culture based on camel and goat
nomadism; early converts to Islam.
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but these were rarely congregated together and then only in times of war or severe crisis. The struggle
for subsistence in the unforgiving Arabian environment resulted in a strong dependence on and
loyalty to one's family and clan. Survival depended on cooperation with and support from kin. To be
cut off from them or expelled from the clan encampment was in most cases fatal. The use of watering places and grazing lands, which were essential to maintaining the herds on which bedouin life
depended, was regulated by clan councils. But there could be wide disparities of wealth and status
within clan groups and between clans of the same tribe. Although normally elected by councils of
elder advisors, the shaykhs, or leaders of the tribes and clans, were almost always men with large
herds, several wives, many children, and numerous retainers. The shaykhs' dictates were enforced by
bands of free warriors whose families made up a majority of a given clan group. Beneath the warriors
were slave families, often the remnants of rival clans defeated in war, who served the shaykhs or the
clan as a whole.
Clan cohesion was reinforced by fierce inter-clan rivalries and struggles to control vital pasturelands and watering places. If the warriors from one clan found those from another clan drawing
water from one of their wells, they were likely to kill them. Wars often broke out as a result of one
clan's encroaching on the pasture areas of another clan. In a culture in which one's honor depended on
respect for one's clan, the flimsiest pretexts could lead to inter-clan violence. For instance, an insult to
a warrior in a market town, the theft of a prize stallion, or one clan's defeat in a horse race by another
clan could end in battles between clan groups. All the men of a given clan joined in these fights, which
normally were won by the side that could field several champions who were famed for their strength
and skill with spears or bows and arrows.
These battles were fought according to a code of chivalry that was quite common in early cultures.
Although battles usually were small in terms of the numbers involved, they were hard-fought and
often bloody affairs. Almost invariably the battles either initiated or perpetuated clan feuds, which
could continue for hundreds of years. The deaths of the warriors of one clan required that revenge be
taken on the clan that had killed them. Their deaths led in turn to reprisals. This constant infighting
weakened the bedouins in relation to the neighboring peoples and empires and allowed them to be
manipulated and set against each other.

shaykhs [shAYks] Leaders of tribes
and clans within bedouin society;
usually men with large herds, several
wives, and many children.

H

To vn s and Long -Distance Trade
FIGURE 7.2 With their supply of water, shade, and date palms, oases like this one in Egypt have long been key
centers of permanent settlement and trade in the desert. Major towns usually grew around the underground
springs and wells or small rivers that fed the oases. Travel ers'and traders'caravans stopped at the oases to
water their camels and horses and to rest and eat after their arduous treks through the desert. As points of
concentration of wealth, food, and precious water, oases were tempting targets for raids by bedouin bands.

Although bedouin herders occupied most of the habitable portions of Arabia, farmers and town
dwellers carved out small communities in the western and southern parts of the peninsula in the
classical era. Foreign invasions and the inroads of bedouin peoples had all but destroyed these
civilizations centuries before the birth of Muhammad. But a number of cities had developed farther
north as links in the transcontinental trading system that stretched from the Mediterranean to east
Asia. The most important of these cities was Mecca, located in the mountainous region along the
Red Sea on the western coast of Arabia (Map 7.1). The town had been founded by the Umayyad
clan of the Quraysh bedouin tribe, and members of the clan dominated its politics and commercial
economy.
The wealth and status of Mecca and its merchantelite were enhanced by the fact that the city
was the site of the Ka'ba, one of the most revered religious shrines in pre-Islamic Arabia. Not only
did the shrine attract pilgrims and customers for Mecca's bazaars, but at certain times of the year
it was the focus of an obligatory truce in the inter-clan feuds. Freed from fears of assault by rival
groups, merchants and bedouins flocked to the town to trade, exchange gossip, and taste the delights
of city life,
Northeast of Mecca was a town named Yathrib (Map 7.1) that later came to be known as Medina,
or the city of the prophet Muhammad. Like most of the other towns in the peninsula, Medina was
established in an oasis. Wells and springs made sedentary agriculture possible. In addition to wheat
and other staples, Medina's inhabitants grew date palms, whose fruit and seeds (which were fed to
camels) they traded to the bedouins. Medina was also engaged, although on a much smaller scale
than Mecca, in the long-distance caravan trade that passed through Arabia. In contrast to Umayyaddominated Mecca, control in Medina was contested by two bedouin and three Jewish clans. Their
chiarrels left the city a poor second to Mecca as a center of trade, and these divisions proved critical
to the survival of the prophet Muhammad and the Islamic faith.

regions adjacent to the Red Sea, several trading towns had developed that played pivotal roles in the
emergence of Islam.
Although the urban roots of Islam have often been stressed by writers on Muslim civilization,
the bedouin world in which the religion arose shaped the career of its prophet, his teachings, and the
spread of the new beliefs. In fact, key towns such as Mecca and Medina were largely extensions of the
tribal culture of the camel nomads. Their populations were linked by kinship to bedouin peoples. For
example, Mecca had been founded by bedouins and at the time of Muhammad was ruled by former
bedouin clans. The safety of the trade routes on which the towns depended was in the hands of the
nomadic tribes that lived along the vulnerable caravan routes to the north and south. In addition, the
town dwellers' social organization, which focused on clan and family, and their culture—including
language and religion—were much like those of the nomads.

Can Ident i ty, Can R i valr i es, and the Cycle of Vengeance
The harsh desert and scrub environment of Arabia gave rise to forms of social organization and a
lifestyle that were similar to those of other nomadic peoples. Bedouin herders lived in kin-related clan
groups in highly mobile tent encampments. Clans, in turn, were clustered in larger tribal groupings
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Mecca City located in mountainous

I

region along Red Sea in Arabian
peninsula; founded by Umayyad
clan of Quraysh; site of Ka'ba;
original home of Muhammad;
location of chief religious pilgrimage

point in Islam.
Umayyad [oo-MY-yad] Clan of
Quraysh that dominated politics and
commercial economy of Mecca; clan
established a dynasty under this title
as rulers of Islam, 661 to 750.
Quraysh [koo-RAYSH] Tribe of
bedouins that controlled Mecca
in 7th century C.E.
Ka'ba Most revered religious shrine
in pre-Islamic Arabia; located in
Mecca; focus of obligatory annual
truce among bedouin tribes; later
incorporated as important shrine
in Islam.
Med i na Also known asYathrib;
town located northeast of Mecca;
grew date palms whose fruit was
sold to bedouins; became refuge for
Muhammad following flight from
Mecca (hijra).
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Marriage and Fami l y in Pre-I sl amic Arabia
Although the evidence is scant, there are several indications that women in pre-Islamic Arabian
bedouin culture enjoyed greater freedom and higher status than those who lived in neighboring
civilized centers, such as the Byzantine and Sasanian empires that then dominated the Middle East
(Map 7.1). Women played key economic roles, from milking camels and weaving cloth to raising
children. Because the men of the clan were often on the move, many tribes traced descent through
the mother rather than the father. In some tribes, both men and women were allowed multiple
marriage partners. To seal a marriage contract, the man was required to pay a bride-price to his
prospective wife's family, rather than the woman's father sending a dowry or gift to the prospective
husband. Unlike the women (especially those of elite status) in neighboring Syria and Persia, women
in pre-Islamic Arabia were not secluded and did not wear veils. Their advice was highly regarded
in clan and tribal councils, and they often composed poems that were the focus of bedouin cultural
life in the pre-Islamic era.
Despite these career outlets, women were not by any means considered equal to men. They could
not gain glory as warriors, the most prized occupation of the bedouins, and often they were little more
than drudge laborers. Their status depended on the custom of individual clans and tribes rather than
on legal codes. As a result, it varied widely from one clan or family to the next. Customary practices of
property control, inheritance, and divorce heavily favored men. In the urban environment of trading
centers such as Mecca, the rise of a mercantile elite and social stratification appear to have set back
the position of women on the whole. The more stable family life of the towns led to the practice of
tracing descent through the male line, and while men continued to practice polygamy, women were
expected to be monogamous.

Poets and Neglected Gods

Allah The Arab term for the high
god in pre-Islamic Arabia that was
adopted by the followers of Muhammad and the Islamic faith.
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Because of the isolation of Arabia in the pre-Islamic age and the harshness and poverty of the natural
environment, Arab material culture was not highly developed. Except in the far south, there was little
art or architecture of worth. Even Mecca made little impression on the cosmopolitan merchants who
passed through the city in caravans from the fabled cities of the ancient civilizations farther north.
The main focus of bedouin cultural creativity in the pre-Islamic era was poetry, which was composed
and transmitted orally because there was as yet no written language. Clan and tribal bards narrated
poems that told of their kinsmeifs heroics in war and the clan's great deeds. Some poets were said to
have magical powers or to be possessed by demons. More than any other source, poems provide a
vision of life and society in pre-Islamic Arabia. They tell of lovers spurned and passion consummated,
war and vendettas, loyalty and generosity.
Bedouin religion was for most clans a blend of animism and polytheism, or the worship of
many gods and goddesses. Some tribes, such as the Quraysh, recognized a supreme god named
Allah. But they seldom prayed or sacrificed to Allah, concentrating instead on less abstract
spirits who seemed more relevant to their daily lives. Both spirits and gods (for example, the
moon god, Hubal) tended to be associated with night, a cool period when dew covered the
earth, which had been parched by the blaze of the desert sun. Likewise, the worship of nature
spirits focused on sacred caves, pure springs, and groves of trees—places where the bedouins
could take shelter from the heat and wind. Religion appears to have had little to do with ethics,
Rather, standards of morality and proper behavior were rooted in tribal customs and unwritten
codes of honor.
How seriously the bedouins took their gods is also a matter of some doubt. Their lukewarm
adherence is illustrated by the famous tale of a bedouin warrior who had set out to avenge his father's
death at the hands of a rival clan. He stopped at an oracle along the way to seek advice by drawing
arrows that indicated various courses of action he might take. Three times he drew arrows that advised
him to abandon his quest for revenge. Infuriated by this counsel, he hurled the arrows at the idol of
the oracle and exclaimed, "Accursed one! Had it been thy father who was murdered, thou would not
have forbidden my avenging him'
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ln the 7th century the revelations
of the prophet Muhammad
provided the basis for the
emergence of a new religion

vVhich aspects of Muhammad's religious message do you think accounted for its powerful
appeal to both urban dwellers and nomadic peoples in Arabia and beyond?

Islam—in the Arabian peninsula.
Although initially an Arab
religion, in both beliefs and

.

By the 6th century C.E., camel nomads were dominant throughout much of Arabia. The civilized
centers to the south were in ruins, and trading centers such as Mecca and Medina depended on
alliances with neighboring bedouin tribes to keep the caravan routes open. The constricted world
of clan and kin, nomadic camp, blood feud, and local gods persisted despite the lure of the empires
and cosmopolitan urban centers that stretched in a great arc to the north and east of the Arabian
peninsula (see Map 7.1).
But pressures for change were mounting. Both the Byzantine and Sasanian empires struggled
to assert greater control over the nomadic tribes of the peninsula. In addition, Arab peoples migrated
into Mesopotamia and other areas to the north, where they came increasingly under foreign influence. From these regions, the influence of established monotheistic religions, especially Judaism
and Christianity, entered Arabia. These new currents gave rise to a number of Arab prophets who
urged the bedouin tribes to renounce idol worship and rely on a single, almighty god. The prophet
Muhammad and the new religion that his revelations inspired in the early decades of the 7th century
responded both to these influences flowing into Arabia and to related social dislocations that were
disrupting Arab life.
The hardships of Muhammad's early life underscore the importance of clan ties in the Arabian
world. He was born around 570 C.E. into a prominent clan of the Quraysh tribe, the Banu Hashim, in
a bedouin encampment where he spent the first six years of his life. Because his father died before he
was born, Muhammad was raised by his father's relatives. The loss of his father was compounded by
the death of Muhammad's mother shortly after he went to live with her some years later. Despite these
early losses, Muhammad had the good fortune to be born into a respected clan and powerful tribe. His
paternal uncle, Abu Talib, was particularly fond of the boy and served as his protector and supporter
through much of his early life. Muhammad's grandfather, who like other leading members of the clan
was engaged in commerce, educated the young man in the ways of the merchant. With Abu Talib,
Muhammad made his first caravan journey to Syria, where on this and later trips he met adherents
of the Christian and Jewish faiths, whose beliefs and practices had a great impact on his teachings.
In his adolescence, Muhammad took up residence in Mecca. By his early 20s he was working as
a trader for Khadijah, the widow of a wealthy merchant, whom he married some years later. His life
as a merchant in Mecca and on the caravan routes exposed Muhammad to the world beyond Arabia
and probably made him acutely aware of the clan rivalries that had divided the peoples of the region
for millennia. He would also have become increasingly concerned about new forces undermining
solidarity within the clans. The growth of the towns and trade had enriched some clan families and
left others behind, often in poverty. It had also introduced a new source of tension between clan and
tribal groupings because some clans, such as the Umayyads, grew rich on the profits from commerce,
whereas others maintained their herding lifestyle.
As a trader and traveler, Muhammad would almost certainly have been aware of the new religious currents that were sweeping Arabia and surrounding areas in the early 7th century. Particularly
notable among these was the spread of monotheistic ideas and a growing dissatisfaction with the old
gods that had been venerated by the bedouin peoples. In Muhammad's time, several prophets had
arisen, proclaiming a new faith for the Arabs.
Although socially prominent, economically well off, and widely admired for his trading skills
and trustworthiness, Muhammad grew increasingly distracted and dissatisfied with a life focused
On material gain. He spent increasing amounts of time in meditation in the hills and wilderness that
surrounded Mecca. In 610 or earlier, he received the first of many revelations, which his followers
believe Allah transmitted to him through the angel Gabriel. These revelations were later written in
Arabic and collected in the Qur'an. The teachings and injunctions of the Qur'an formed the basis of
the new religion that Muhammad bean to preach to his clan and the people of Mecca.

practices, Islam contained a
powerful appeal that eventually
made it one of the great world
religions.

Sasarüan empires The dynasty
that ruled Persia (contemporary Iran)
in the centuries before the rise of
Muhammad and the early decades of
Islamic expansion.
Prophet of Islam;
born c. 570 to Banu Hashim clan of
Quraysh tribe in Mecca; raised by
father's family; received revelations
from Allah in 610 C.E. and thereafter;
died in 632.
Muhammad

Khadjah [kah-DEE-juhj (555-619)
First wife of the prophet Muhammad,
who had worked for her as a trader.

Qur'an [kuh-RAHNJ Recitations of
revelations received by Muhammad;
holy book of Islam.
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A (c. 599-661) Cousin and
son-in-law of Muhammad; one of
orthodox caliphs; focus for Shi'a.

At first Muhammad's following was small, consisting mainly of his wife, several members of his clan,
and some servants and slaves. As his message was clarified with successive revelations, the circle of the
faithful grew so that the Umayyad notables who dominated Meccan life saw him as a threat to their
own wealth and power. Above all, the new faith threatened to supplant the gods of the Ka'ba, whose
shrines had done so much to establish the city as a center of commerce and bedouin interchange.
Although he was protected for a time by his own clan, Muhammad was increasingly threatened by
the Umayyads, who plotted with other clans to murder him. It was clear that Muhammad must flee
Mecca, but where was he to find refuge? Muhammad's reputation as a skillful and fair negotiator prepared the way for his successful flight from Umayyad persecution. The quarrels between the clans in
the nearby city of Medina had set off increasingly violent clashes, and the oasis community was on
the verge of civil war. Leaders of the bedouin clans in Medina sent a delegation to invite Muhammad,
who was related to them on his mother's side, to mediate their disputes and put an end to the strife
that had plagued the town.
Clever ruses and the courage of his clansman Au, who at one point took Muhammad's place
and thus risked becoming the target of assassins, secured in 622 the safe passage of Muhammad and
a small band of followers from Mecca to Medina. His hijra (HIH-jruh), or flight to Medina, marks
the first year of the Islamic calendar. In Medina he was given a hero's welcome. He soon justified this
warm reception by deftly settling the quarrels between the bedouin clans of the town. His wisdom
and skill as a political leader won him new followers, who joined those who had accompanied him
from Mecca as the core believers of the new faith.
In the eyes of the Umayyad notables, Muhammad's successes made him a greater threat than
ever. Not only was he preaching a faith that rivaled their own, but his leadership was strengthening
Mecca's competitor, Medina. Muslim raids on Meccan caravans provided yet another source of danger.
Determined to put an end to these threats, the Quraysh launched a series of attacks in the mid-620s
on Muhammad and his followers in Medina. These attacks led to several battles. In these clashes,
Muhammad proved an able leader and courageous fighter.
The ultimate victory for Muhammad and his followers was signaled by a treaty with the Quraysh in
628, which included a provision granting the Muslims permission to visit the shrine at Ka'ba in Mecca
during the season of truce. By then Muhammad's community had won many bedouin allies, and more
than 10,000 converts accompanied him on his triumphal return to his hometown in 629. After proving the power of Allah, the single god he proclaimed, by smashing the idols of the shrine, Muhammad
gradually won over the Umayyads and most of the other inhabitants of Mecca to the new faith.

The new religion also provided an ethical system that did much to heal the deep social rifts
within Arabian society. Islam stressed the dignity of all believers and their equality in the eyes of
Allah. It promoted a moral code that stressed the responsibility of the well-to-do and strong for the
poor and weak, the aged and infirm. Payment of the zakat, a tax for charity, was obligatory in the new
faith. In both his revelations and his personal behavior, Muhammad enjoined his followers to be kind
and generous to their dependents, including slaves. He forbade the rich to exploit the poor through
exorbitant rents or rates of interest for loans.
The prophet's teachings and the revelations of the Qur'an soon were incorporated into an extensive body of law that regulated all aspects of the lives of the Muslim faithful. Held accountable before
Islamic law on earth, they lived in a manner that would prepare them for the Last Judgment, which in
Islam, as in Christianity, would determine their fate in eternity. A stern but compassionate God and
a strict but socially minded body of law set impressive standards for the social interaction between
adherents of the new faith.

zakat Tax for charity; obligatory for
all Muslims.

Although only Arabs embraced the religion of Islam in its early years, from the outset it contained
beliefs and practices that would give it a strong appeal to peoples at virtually all stages of social
development and in widely varying cultural settings. Some of these beliefs—Islam's uncompromising
monotheism, highly developed legal codes, egalitarianism, and strong sense of community—were the
same as the attributes that had won it support among the peoples of Arabia. Its potential as a world
religion was enhanced by the fact that most of the attributes of Islam were to some degree anticipated by the other Semitic religions, particularly Judaism and Christianity, with which Muhammad
had contact for much of his life. He accepted the validity of the earlier divine revelations that had
given rise to the Jewish and Christian faiths. He taught that the revelations he had received were a
refinement of these earlier ones and that they were the last divine instructions for human behavior
and worship.

View the Closer Look on MyHistoryLab:The Ka'ba in Mecca

Arabs and Isl am

umma Community of the faithful
within Islam; transcended old tribal
boundaries to create degree of
political unity.
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Although Islam was soon to become one of the great world religions, the beliefs and practices of the
prophet Muhammad were initially adopted only by the Arab town dwellers and bedouins among
whom he had grown up. There is a striking parallel here with early Christianity, which focused on
Jewish converts. The new religion preached by Muhammad had much to offer the divided peoples
of Arabia. It gave them a form of monotheism that belonged to no single tribe and transcended clan
and class divisions. It provided a religion that was distinctly Arab in origin and yet the equal of the
monotheistic faiths held by the Christians and Jews, who lived in the midst of the bedouin tribes. If
anything, the monotheism preached by Muhammad was even more uncompromising than that of the
Christians because it allowed no intermediaries between the individual and God. God was one; there
were no saints, and angels were nothing more than messengers. In addition, there were no priests in
the Christian or Jewish sense of the term.
Islam offered the possibility of an end to the vendettas and feuds that had so long divided the
peoples of Arabia and had undermined their attempts to throw off the domination of neighboring
empires. The umma, or community of the faithful, transcended old tribal boundaries, and it made
possible a degree of political unity undreamed of before Muhammad's time. The new religion provided a single and supernaturally sanctioned source of authority and discipline. With unity, the skills
and energies that the bedouins had once channeled toward warring with each other were turned
outward in a burst of conquest that is perhaps unmatched in human history in its speed and extent.
From vassals, borderland warriors, or contemptible "savages" of the desert waste, the Arab bedouins
were transformed into the conquerors and rulers of much of the Middle Eastern world.
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FIGURE 7.3 The Ka'ba in Mecca, with masses of pilgrims. Each year tens of millions of the
Muslim faithful from all around the world make the journey to the holy sites of Arabia. The rituals
performed by pilgrims at Mecca and Medina are key religious duties for all who can afford to
travel to the holy cities.
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five pillars The obligatory religious
duties of all Muslims; confession of
faith, prayer, fasting during Ramadan,
zakat, and hajj.

Ramadan Islamic month of
religious observance requiring
fasting from dawn to sunset.
hajj A Muslim's pilgrimage to the
holy city of Mecca, to worship Allah
at the Ka'ba.

In addition to the beliefs and practices that have given Islam a universal appeal, its five pillars,
principles that must be accepted and followed by all believers, provided the basis for an underlying
religious unity; (1) The confession of faith was simple and powerful: "There is no God but Allah, and
Muhammad is his Prophet' The injunctions (2) to pray, facing the holy city of Mecca, five times a
day and (3) to fast during the month of Ramadan, enhanced community solidarity and allowed the
faithful to demonstrate their fervor. (4) The zakat, or tithe for charity; also strengthened community
cohesion and won converts from those seeking an ethical code that stressed social responsibility and
the unity of all believers. (5) The hajj, or pilgrimage to the holy city of Mecca, to worship Allah at

The unified bedouin forces had originally intended to raid for booty and then retreat back into
the desert. But their initial probes revealed the vulnerability of the Byzantine and Persian empires,
which dominated or ruled the territories into which the Muslim warriors rode. The invaders were
also encouraged by the growing support of the Arab bedouin peoples who had been migrating into
the Fertile Crescent for centuries. These peoples had long served as the vassals and frontier guardians of the Byzantine and Persian empires. Now they joined their brethren in a combined assault on
both of them.

the Ka'ba, shown in Figure 7.3, drew together the faithful from Morocco to China. No injunction did
more to give Islam a universal character.
The Arab warriors were driven by many forces. The unity provided by the Islamic faith gave them a
new sense of common cause and strength. United, they could stand up to the non-Arab rulers who
had so long played them against each other and despised them as unwashed and backward barbarians
from the desert wastelands. It is also probable that the early leaders of the community saw the wars of

Despite a time of crisis after the
death of the prophet Muhammad
in 632 c., the Muslim community
held together. Eventually,
Muhammad's old adversaries, the
Umayya clan, seized leadership of
the Muslim faithful and began a
sequence of stunning conquests
throughout the Middle East and
north Africa.

What were the key factors that account for the rapid Arab conquests in the Middle East and

Central Asia and North Africa?
Many of the bedouin tribes that had converted to Islam renounced the new faith in the months after
Muhammad's death, and his remaining followers quarreled over who should succeed him. Although
these quarrels were never fully resolved, the community managed to find new leaders who directed a
series of campaigns to force those who had abandoned Islam to return to the fold. Having united most
of Arabia under the Islamic banner by 633, Muslim military commanders began to mount serious
expeditions beyond the peninsula, where only probing attacks had occurred during the lifetime of the
prophet and in the period of tribal warfare after his death. The courage, military prowess, and religious
zeal of the warriors of Islam, and the weaknesses of the empires that bordered on Arabia, resulted in
stunning conquests in Mesopotamia, north Africa, and Persia, which dominated the next two decades
of Islamic history. The empire built from these conquests was Arab rather than Islamic. Most of it was
ruled by a small Arab warrior elite, led by the Umayyads and other prominent clans. These groups had

conquest as a good way to release the pent-up energies of the martial bedouin tribes they now sought
to lead (see Figure 7.4). Above all, the bedouin warriors were drawn to the campaigns of expansion by
the promise of a share in the booty to be won in the rich farmlands raided and the tribute that could
be exacted from towns that came under Arab rule. As an early Arab writer observed, the bedouins
forsook their life as desert nomads not out of a promise of religious rewards, but because of a "yearning after bread and dates."
The chance to glorify their new religion may have been a motive for the Arab conquests, but they
were not driven by a desire to win converts to it. In fact, other than fellow bedouin tribes of Arab
descent, the invaders had good reason to avoid mass conversions. Not only would Arab warriors have
to share the booty of their military expeditions with ever larger numbers if converts were made, but
Muslims were exempted from some of the more lucrative taxes levied on Christian, Jewish, and other
non-Muslim groups. Thus, the vision of jihads, or holy wars launched to forcibly spread the Muslim

jihads [jih-HAHDs] Struggles; often
used for wars in defense of the faith,

but also a term to indicate personal
quests for religious understanding.

faith, which has long been associated with Islam in the Christian West, misrepresents the forces behind
the early Arab expansion.

little desire to convert the subject populations, either Arab or otherwise, to the new religion.

Waknesses of the Adversary
E.:pftes
The leadership crisis brought on by Muhammad's death in 632 was compounded by the fact that
he had not appointed a successor or even established a procedure by which a new leader would be
chosen. Opinion within the Muslim community was deeply divided as to who should succeed him.
In this moment of extreme danger, a strong leader who could hold the Islamic community together

caliph The political and religious
successor to Muhammad.

was urgently needed. On the afternoon Muhammad died, one of the clans that remained committed
to the new faith called a meeting to select a leader who would be designated as the caliph, the political and religious successor to Muhammad. Several choices were possible, and a deadlock between
the clans appeared likely—a deadlock that would almost certainly have been fatal to a community

Of the two great empires that had once
fought for dominance in the Fertile Crescent
transit zone, the Sasanian Empire of Persia
proved the more vulnerable. Power in the
extensive Sasanian domains was formally
concentrated in the hands of an autocratic
emperor. By the time of the Arab explosion,
the emperor was manipulated by a landed,
aristocratic class that harshly exploited the

Abu Bakr {ah-BOO BA-kuhr] The first

threatened by enemies on all sides.
One of the main candidates, Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad, was passed over
because he was considered too young to assume a position of such great responsibility. This decision
later proved to be a major source of division in the Islamic community. But in 632, it appeared that
a difficult reconciliation had been won by the choice of one of Muhammad's earliest followers and
closest friends, Abu Bakr (ah-BOO BA-kuhr) (caliph from 632 to 634). In addition to his courage

tion of the empire. Zoroastrianism, the official religion of the emperor, lacked popular
roots. By contrast, the religion of a visionary reformer named Mazdak, which had

caliph or leader of the Muslim faithful
elected after Muhammad's death in

warmth, and wisdom, Abu Bakr was well versed in the genealogical histories of the bedouin tribes,
which meant that he knew which tribes could be turned against each other and which ones could he

won considerable support among the peasants, had been brutally suppressed by the

632. Renown for his knowledge of the

enticed into alliances. Initially, at least, his mandate was very limited. He received no financial support
from the Muslim community. Thus, he had to continue his previous occupation as a merchant on a

Sasanian rulers in the period before the rise
of Islam.

part-time basis, and he only loosely controlled the military commanders.
These commanders turned out to be very able. After turning back attacks on Mecca, the Islamic

At first, the Sasanian commanders had
contempt for the Arab invaders and set out
against them with poorly prepared forces.

on
Al-Tabari and
Ibn Hisham, from "The Founding
of the Caliphate"
the

nomadic tribes who then dominated
the Islamic community.

Ridda Wars Wars that followed
Muhammad's death in 632;
resulted in defeat of rival prophets
and some of larger clans; restored
unity of Islam.
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faithful routed one after another of the bedouin tribes. The defeat of rival prophets and some of the
larger clans in what were known as the Ridda Wars soon brought about the return of the Arabian
tribes to the Islamic fold. Emboldened by the proven skills of his generals and the swelling ranks of the
Muslim faithful, Abu Bakr oversaw raids to the north of Arabia into the sedentary zones in present day Iraq and Syria and westward into Egypt (Map 7.1).
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By the time the seriousness of the Islamic
threat was made clear by decisive Arab victories in the Fertile Crescent region and the
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FIGURE 7.4 This illustration from an account of the Muslim conquest of Sicily in the 9th century C
.E. is
one of the earliest known artistic renderings of an Arab army at war, The camp, the armored warriors,
and the siege in progress help us to envision the Muslim forces that built the first great Arab empire
under the early caliphs in the 7th century C.E.
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Muslim warriors had broken into the Sasanian heartland. Further Muslim victories brought about
the rapid collapse of the vast empire. The Sasanian rulers and their forces retreated eastward in the
face of the Muslim advance. The capital was taken, armies were destroyed, and generals were slain.
When in 651 the last of the Sasanian rulers was assassinated, Muslim victory and the destruction of
the empire were ensured.
Despite an equally impressive string of Muslim victories in the provinces of their empire, the
Byzantines proved a stronger adversary (see Chapter 10). However, their ability to resist the Muslim
onslaught was impeded by both the defection of their own frontier Arabs and the support the Muslim
invaders received from the Christians of Syria and Egypt. Members of the Christian sects dominant
in these areas, such as the Copts and Nestorians, had long resented the rule of the Orthodox Byzantines, who taxed them heavily and openly persecuted them as heretics. When it became clear that
the Muslims would not only tolerate the Christians but tax them less heavily than the Byzantines did,
these Christian groups rallied to the Arabs.
Weakened from within and exhausted by the long wars fought with Persia in the decades before
the Arab explosion, the Byzantines reeled from the Arab assaults. Syria, western Iraq, and Palestine
were quickly taken by the Arab invaders, and by 640 a series of probes had been made into Egypt, one
of the richest provinces of the empire (Map 7.2). In the early 640s, the ancient center of learning and
commerce, Alexandria, was taken, most of Egypt was occupied, and Arab armies extended their conquests into Libya to the west. Perhaps even more astounding from the point of view of the Byzantines,
by the mid-640s the desert bedouins were putting together war fleets that increasingly challenged the
long-standing Byzantine mastery of the Mediterranean. The rise of Muslim naval supremacy in the
eastern end of the Mediterranean sealed the loss of Byzantium's rich provinces in Syria and Egypt.
It also opened the way to further Muslim conquests in north Africa, the Mediterranean islands, and
even southern Italy (Map 7.2 and Figure 7.4). For a time the Byzantines managed to rally their forces
and stave off further inroads into their Balkan and Asia Minor heartlands. But the early triumphs of

Copts

Christian sect of Egypt;
tended to support Islamic invasions
of this area in preference to

Byzantine rule.
Nestorians A Christian sect found
in Asia; tended to support Islamic
invasions of this area in preference to
Byzantine rule; cut off from Europe
by Muslim invasions,
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the Arab invaders had greatly reduced the strength of the Byzantine Empire. Although it survived for
centuries, it was henceforth a kingdom under siege.

?roblem of Succession and the Sunni-Shi'a Split
The stunning successes of Muslim armies and the sudden rise of an Arab empire diverted attention,
for a time at least, from continuing divisions within the community. Although these divisions were
often generations old and the result of personal animosities, resentments had also begun to build over
how the booty from the conquests should be divided among the tribal groups that made up the Islamic
community. In 656, just over two decades after the death of the prophet, the growing tensions broke
into open violence. The spark that began the conflict was the murder of the third caliph, Uthman,
by mutinous warriors returning from Egypt. His death was the signal for the supporters of Ali to
proclaim him as caliph. Uthman's unpopularity among many of the tribes, particularly those from
Medina and the prophet's earliest followers, arose in part from the fact that he was the first caliph to
be chosen from Muhammad's early enemies, the Umayyad clan. Already angered by Uthman's murder,
the Umayyads rejected Ali's claims and swore revenge when he failed to punish Uthman's assassins.
Warfare erupted between the two factions.
Ali was a renowned warrior and experienced commander, and his deeply committed supporters soon gained the upper hand. After his victory at the Battle of the Camel in late 656, most of the
Arab garrisons shifted to his side against the Umayyads, whose supporters were concentrated in the
province of Syria and the holy city of Mecca. Just as Ali was on the verge of defeating the Umayyad
forces at the Battle of Siffin in 657, he was won over by a plea for mediation. His decision to accept
mediation was fatal to his cause. Some of his most fervent supporters renounced his leadership and
had to be suppressed violently. While representatives of both parties tried unsuccessfully to work
out a compromise, the Umayyads regrouped their forces and added Egypt to the provinces backing
their claims. In 660, Mu'awiya, the new leader of the Umayyads, was proclaimed caliph in Jerusalem,
directly challenging Ali's position. A year later, Ali was assassinated, and his son Hasan was pressured
by the Umayyads into renouncing his claims to the caliphate.
In the decades after the prophet's death, the question of succession generated deep divisions in
the Muslim community. The split between the Sunnis, who backed the Umayyads, and the Shi'a, or
supporters of All, remains to this day the most fundamental in the Islamic world. Hostility between
these two branches of the Islamic faithful was heightened in the years after All's death by the continuing struggle between the Umayyads and All's second son, Husayn. After being abandoned by the clans
in southern Iraq, who had promised to rise in a revolt supporting his claims against the Umayyads,
Husayn and a small party were overwhelmed and killed at Karbala in 680. From that point on, the
Shi'a mounted sustained resistance to the Umayyad caliphate.
Over the centuries, factional disputes about who had the right to succeed Muhammad, with the
Shi'a recognizing none of the early caliphs except Ali, have been compounded by differences in belief,
ritual, and law that have steadily widened the gap between Sunnis and Shi'a. These divisions have
been further complicated by the formation of splinter sects within the Shi'a community in particular,
beginning with those who defected from Ali when he agreed to arbitration.

Uthman Third caliph and member
of Umayyad clan; murdered by
mutinous warriors returning from
Egypt; death set off civil war in Islam
between followers of Ali and the
Umayyad clan.

Battle of Siffin Fought in 657
between forces of Ali and Umayyads;

settled by negotiation that led to
fragmentation of Ali's party.
Mu'awiya

[moo-UH-wee-uh]

(602-680) Leader of Umayyad clan;

first Umayyad caliph following civil
war with All.

Sunnis Political and theological
division within Islam; supported the
Umayyads.
Shi'a Also known as Shi'ites;
political and theological division
within Islam; followers of Ali.
Karbala Site of defeat and death of
Husayn, son of Ali; marked beginning
of Shi'a resistance to Umayyad
caliphate.
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MAP 7.2 The Expansion of Islamic Civilization, 622-750 Whether by land or sea, Islamic civilization
expanded by both conquest and trade, while the Muslim faith was spread mainly peacefully along ancient
trading routes, often by sufi holymen.
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After a pause to settle internal disputes over succession, the remarkable sequence of Arab conquest
was renewed in the last half of the 7th century. Muslim armies broke into central Asia, inaugurating a rivalry with Buddhism in the region that continues to the present day (Map 7.2). By the early
8th century, the southern prong of this advance had reached into northwest India. Far to the west,
Arab armies swept across north Africa and crossed the Straits of Gibraltar to conquer Spain and
threaten France. Although the Muslim advance into western Europe was blocked by the hard-fought
victory of Charles Martel and the Franks at Poitiers in 732, the Arabs did not fully retreat beyond
the Pyrenees into Spain until decades later. Muslim warriors and sailors dominated much of the
Mediterranean, a position that was solidified by the conquest of key islands such as Crete, Sicily, and
Sardinia in the early decades of the 9th century. By the early 700s, the Umayyads ruled an empire that
extended from Spain in the west to the steppes of central Asia in the east. Not since the Romans had
there been an empire to match it; never had an empire of its size been built so rapidly.
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Although Mecca remained the holy city of Islam, under the Umayyads the political center of
community shifted to Damascus in Syria, where the Umayyads chose to live after the murder of
Uthman. From Damascus a succession of Umayyad caliphs strove to build a bureaucracy that would
bind together the vast domains they claimed to rule. The empire was very much an Arab conquest
state. Except in the Arabian peninsula and in parts of the Fertile Crescent, a small Arab and Muslim
aristocracy ruled over peoples who were neither Arab nor Muslim. Only Muslim Arabs were firstclass citizens of this great empire. They made up the core of the army and imperial administration,
and only they received a share of the booty derived from the ongoing conquests. They could be
taxed only for charity. The Umayyads sought to keep the Muslim warrior elite concentrated in garrison towns and separated from the local population. It was hoped that isolation would keep them
from assimilating to the subjugated cultures, because intermarriage meant conversion and the loss
of taxable subjects.

Damascus Syrian city that was
capital of Umayyad caliphate.

COnverts and "People of the Book"
mawaD Non-Arab converts to Islam.
ji zya [JIHZ-yuhl Head tax paid by all
nonbelievers in Islamic territories,
dhimmi [DIH-mee] Literally "people
of the book"; applied as inclusive
term to Jews and Christians in
Islamic territories; later extended to
Zoroastrians and even Hindus.
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Umayyad attempts to block extensive interaction between the Muslim warrior elite and their nonMuslim subjects had little chance of succeeding. The citified bedouin tribes were soon interacting
intensively with the local populations of the conquered areas and intermarrying with them. Equally
critical, increasing numbers of these peoples were voluntarily converting to Islam, despite the fact
that conversion did little to advance them socially or politically in the Umayyad period. In this era
Muslim converts, mawali, still had to pay property taxes and in some cases the jizya, or head tax,
levied on nonbelievers. They received no share of the booty and found it difficult, if not impossible.
to get important positions in the army or bureaucracy. They were not even considered full members
of the umma but were accepted only as clients of the powerful Arab clans.
As a result, the number of conversions in the Umayyad era
was low. By far the greater portion of the population of the empire
were the dhimmi, or "people of the book." As the name suggests,
-:--it was originally applied to Christians and Jews who shared the
Bible with the Muslims. As Islamic conquests spread to other peo
ples, such as the Zoroastrians of Persia and the Hindus of India,
the designation dhimmi was necessarily stretched to accommo date the majority groups within these areas of the empire. As the
early illustration of Jewish worship in Muslim Spain in Figure 7.5
shows, the Muslim overlords generally tolerated the religions of
dhimmi. Although they had to pay the jizya and both commercial and property taxes, their communities and legal systems were
I
left intact, and they were allowed to worship as they pleased. This
approach made it a good deal easier for these peoples to accept
Arab rule, particularly because many had been oppressed by their
pre-Muslim overlords.
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Muhammad encouraged marriage as a replacement for the casual and often commercial sexual
liaisons that had been widespread in pre-Islamic Arabia. He vehemently denounced adultery on
the part of both husbands and wives, and he forbade female infanticide, which apparently had been
widely practiced in Arabia in pre-Islamic times. Men were allowed to marry up to four wives. But the
Qur'an forbade multiple marriages if the husband could not support more than one wife or treat all
of his wives equally. Women could not take more than one husband. But Muhammad gave his own
daughters a say as to whom they would marry and greatly strengthened the legal rights of women in
inheritance and divorce. He insisted that the bride-price paid by the husband's family be given to his
future wife rather than to her father.
The prophet's teachings proclaimed the equality of men and women before God and in Islamic
worship. Women, most notably his wife Khadijah, were some of Muhammad's earliest and bravest
followers. In the battle with the Meccans, women accompanied the forces on both sides, and a woman
was the first martyr for the new faith. Many of the hadiths, or traditions of the prophet, which have
played such a critical role in Islamic law and ritual, were recorded by women. In addition, Muhammad's wives and daughters played an important role in compiling the Qur'an.
Although women were not allowed to lead prayers, they played an active role in the politics of
the early community. Muhammad's widow, Aisha, actively promoted the claims of the Umayyad party
against Ali, while Zainab, Al's daughter, went into battle with the ill-fated Husayn. Through much of
the Umayyad period, little is heard of veiled Arab women, and women appear to have pursued a wide
range of occupations, including scholarship, law, and commerce. Perhaps one of Zainab's nieces best
epitomizes the independent-mindedness of Muslim women in the early Islamic era. When chided for
going about without a veil, she replied that Allah in his wisdom had chosen to give her a beautiful face
and that she intended to make sure that it was seen in public so that all might appreciate his grace.

hadiths [huh-DEETHs] Traditions of
the prophet Muhammad.

Lnayyad Decline and Fa ll
The ever-increasing size of the royal harem was just one manifestation of the Umayyad caliphs'
growing addiction to luxury and soft living. Their legitimacy had been disputed by various Muslim
factions since their seizure of the caliphate. But the Umayyads further alienated the
Muslim faithful as they became more aloof
in the early 8th century and retreated from
the dirty business of war into their pleasure
gardens and marble palaces. Their abandonment of the frugal, simple lifestyle followed
by Muhammad and the earliest caliphs—
including Abu Bakr, who made a trip to the
I
market the day after he was selected to suc
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ceed the prophet—enraged the dissenting
sects and sparked revolts throughout the
.
empire The uprising that proved fatal to the
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Jews worshiping in a synagogue. As dhimmi, or"people of the
book7Jews were allowed to build impressive synagogues and worship freely
throughout the Muslim world. Jewish merchant families amassed great
wealth, often in partnership with Muslims, and Jewish scholars were revered
from Spain to Baghdad for their many contributions to learning.
FIGURE 7.5
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Broader social changes within the Arab and widening Islamic
community were accompanied by significant shifts in the position
of women, both within the family and in society at large. In the
first centuries of Arab expansion, the greatly strengthened position
of women under Islam prevailed over the seclusion and subordi nation that were characteristic features of women's lives through
much of the rest of the pre-Islamic Middle East. Muhammad's
teachings and the dictates of the Qur'an stressed the moral and
ethical dimensions of marriage. The kindness and concern the
prophet displayed for his own wives and daughters did much to
strengthen the bonds between husband and wife and the nuclear
family in the Islamic community.
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time they had come to identify with the
region and to resent the dictates of goverflors sent from distant Damascus. The warnor settlers were also angered by the fact
that they were rarely given the share of the
booty, which was now officially tallied in the
account books of the royal treasury, they had
earned by fighting the wars of expansion and
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FIGURE 7.6

Muslim worshippers i n modern Pakistan. Whether in a nearby mosque or in their
homes and shops, Muslims are required to pray five times a day, facing the holy city of Mecca. Those
congregating in a mosque, as in this photo, are oriented to Mecca by the qibla wall, which is marked
by a highly ornamented inset that indicates the direction of the holy city. Men congregate in the open
spaces in the center of and outside the mosque, while women pray in areas on the sides or in the
back or, sometimes, in balconies above that are screened off by pillars or carved panels from the areas
where the men worship.
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of their male masters. Although the veiling, seclusion, and other
practices that limited the physical and occupational mobility of
women also spread to the lower urban classes and rural areas,
they were never as strictly observed there as in urban, upper-class
households. Women from poorer families had to work to survive. Thus, they had to go out, "veiled but often unchaperoned," to
the market or to work as domestic servants. Lower-class women
also worked hard at home, not just at housekeeping but at weaving, rug-making, and other crafts that supplemented the family
income. In rural areas and in towns distant from the main urban
centers, veiling and confinement were observed less strictly. Peasant women worked the family or local landlord's fields, planted
their own gardens, and tended the livestock.
Because of Islamic religion and law, in all locales and at all
class levels the position of women in the Middle East never deteriorated to the same extent as in India, China, and many other
civilized centers. Because of the need to read the Qur'an, women
continued to be educated, family resources permitting, even if
they rarely were able to use their learning for scholarship or artistic expression. Islamic law preserved for women property, inheritance, divorce, and remarriage rights that often were denied in
other civilized societies. Thus, the strong position women had
enjoyed in bedouin cultures, and that in many respects had been
built into Islam, was never entirely undone by the customs and
practices Muslims encountered as they came to rule the civilized
centers in the rest of the Middle East.
The fact that the position of women has also been strong in
other cultural areas where authority is decentralized and social
organization not highly stratified, such as those in west Africa
(see Chapter 9), suggests that at least in certain stages of its

L
Civilization and Gender Relationships
WITHIN A CENTURY OF MUHAMMAD'S DEATH, the strong position
women had enjoyed as a result of the teachings and example of
the prophet had begun to erode. We do not fully understand all
the forces that account for this decline. Ambiguities in the Qur'an
and other early sources—especially the hadith, or traditions of the
prophet—provide part of the answer. These sources indicate that,
in both his domestic and public life, Muhammad was concerned
about good treatment for women and defined certain rights, for
example, to property. But early records also stipulate women's
inferiority to men in key legal rights (differential punishments
for adultery were a case in point). And, like their Christian counterparts, Islamic thinkers argued that women were more likely
than men to be sinners. But more critical were the beliefs and practices of the
urbanized, sedentary peoples in the
areas the Arabs conquered and where
many of them settled from the mid-7th
century onward.
The example of these ancient and
long-civilized peoples increasingly
influenced the Arab bearers of Islam. They developed a taste
for city life and the superior material and artistic culture of the
peoples they ruled. In terms of gender roles, most of these influences weakened the position of women. We have seen this apparent connection between increasing political centralization and
urbanization and the declining position of women in many of
the ancient and classical civilizations treated thus far. In China,
India, Greece, and the Middle East, women enjoyed broader occupational options and a stronger voice within the family, and in
society as a whole, before the emergence of centralized polities
and highly stratified social systems. In each case, the rise of what
we have called civilizations strengthened paternal control within
the family, inheritance through the male line, and male domination of positions of power and the most lucrative occupations.
Women in these societies became more and more subjected to
men—their fathers and brothers, husbands and sons—and more
and more confined to the roles of homemakers and bearers of
children. Women's legal rights were reduced, often sharply. In
many civilizations, various ways were devised to shut women off
from the world.
As we have seen, women played active and highly valued
roles in the bedouin tribes of pre-Islamic Arabia. Particularly in
towns such as Mecca, they experienced considerable freedom
in terms of sexual and marriage partners, occupational choices
(within the limited range available in an isolated pastoral society), and opportunities to influence clan decisions. The position
of Muhammad's first wife, Khadijah, is instructive. Her position
as a wealthy widow in charge of a thriving trading enterprise
-

-

-

reveals that women were able to remarry and to own and inherit
property. They could also pursue careers, even after their husbands died. Khadijah employed Muhammad. After he had successfully worked for her for some time, she asked him to marry
her, which apparently neither surprised nor scandalized her family or Meccan society. It is also noteworthy that Khadijah was 15
years older than Muhammad, who was 25 at the time of their
betrothal.
The impact of the bedouin pattern of gender roles and relationships is also clear in the teachings and personal behavior of
Muhammad. Islam did much to legalize the strong but by no
means equal status of women. In addition, it gave greater uniformity to their position from one
tribe, town, or region to the next. For
a century or two after the prophet's
death, women in the Islamic world
enjoyed unprecedented opportunities
for education, religious expression, and
social fulfillment. Then the influences
of the cultures into which the Arabs
had expanded began to take hold. The practices of veiling and
female seclusion that were long followed by the non-Arab dwellers of Syria and Persia were increasingly adopted by or imposed
upon Muslim women. Confined more and more to the home,
women saw their occupational options decrease, and men served
as their go-betweens in legal and commercial matters.
Ironically, given the earlier status of women, such as Khadijah,
the erosion of the position of women was especially pronounced
among those who lived in the cities that became the focus of
Islamic civilization. Upper-class women, in particular, felt growing restrictions on their movement and activities. In the great
residences that sprang up in the wealthy administrative centers
and trading towns of the Middle East, the women's quarters were
separate from the rest of the household and set off by high walls
and gardens. In the palaces of Islamic rulers and provincial governors, this separation was marked by the development of the
harem, or forbidden area. In the harem, the notables' wives and
concubines lived in seclusion. They were constantly guarded by
the watchful eyes and sharp swords of corps of eunuchs, men
castrated specifically to qualify them for the task.
When upper-class women went into the city, they were veiled
from head to toe and often were carried in covered sedan chairs
by servants who guarded them from the glances of the townsmen
and travelers. In their homes, upper-class women were spared the
drudgery of domestic chores by large numbers of female slaves. If
we are to judge from stories such as those related in the Arabian
Nights (from which excerpts are included in the Document feature
on page 178), female slaves and servants were largely at the mercy
-

-

.

-

-
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QUESTIONS
e Compare the position of upper-class women in classical Indian,

Chinese, Greek, and Roman societies with regard to their ability to
hold property, opportunity to pursue careers outside the home,
rights in marriage and divorce, and level of education. In which of
these societies were women better off, and why?
Were differences in the position of women at lower-class levels
similar between these societies?
In what ways were women better off in decentralized pastoral or
forest-farming societies?
What advantages have they enjoyed in highly urbanized and
more centralized civilizations?

defending the frontiers. They were contemptuous of the Umayyads and the Damascus elite, whom
they saw as corrupt and decadent. In the early 740s, an attempt by Umayyad palace officials to introduce new troops into the Mery area touched off a revolt that soon spread over much of the eastern
portions of the empire (Map 7.2).
Marching under the black banners of the Abbasid party, which traced its descent from
Muhammad's uncle, al-Abbas, the frontier warriors openly challenged Umayyad armies by 747. Deftly
forging alliances with dissident groups that resisted the Umayyads throughout the empire, their leader,
Abu al-Abbas, the great-great-grandson of the prophet's uncle, led his forces from victory to victory.
Among his most important allies were the Shi'a, who, as we have seen, had rejected Umayyad authority
from the time of Ali. Also critical were the mawali, or non-Arab converts to Islam. The mawali felt that
under Umayyad rule they had never been recognized as fully Muslim. In supporting the Abbasids,
the mawali hoped to attain full acceptance in the community of believers.
This diverse collection of Muslim rebels made short work of what remained of the Umayyad
imperium. Persia and then Iraq fell to the rebels. In 750, the Abbasid forces met an army led by the
Umayyad caliph himself in the massive Battle of the River Zab near the Tigris. The Abbasid victory
opened the way for the conquest of Syria and the capture of the Umayyad capital.
Wanting to eliminate the Umayyad family altogether to prevent recurring challenges to his rule,
Abu al-Abbas invited many members of the clan to what was styled as a reconciliation banquet. As
the Umayyads were enjoying the feast, guards covered them with carpets and they were slaughtered
by Abbas's troops. An effort was then made to hunt down and kill all the remaining members of the
family throughout the empire. Most were slain, but, as we have seen, the grandson of a former caliph
fled to Spain and founded there what later became the Umayyad caliphate of Córdoba, which lived
on for centuries after the rest of the Umayyads' empire had disappeared (see Map 7.3 and Figure 7.1).

(continued on next page)
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development, civilization works against the interests of women.
Women in decentralized societies have often been able to own
their own property, to engage in key economic activities, and
to play important roles in religious ceremonies. The positions
and status they have achieved in decentralized societies, such as
those in early Arabia or much of sub-Saharan Africa and southeast Asia, suggest factors that may help explain the greater balance in gender roles and power in less centralized societies. The
very immediate connection between women and agriculture
and stock-raising, which are central to survival in these societies,
may also account for the greater respect accorded them and for
their often prominent roles in fertility rituals and religious cults.
Whatever the explanation, until the present era, higher degrees
of centralization and social stratification—both characteristic features of civilized societies—have almost always favored men in
the allotment of power and career opportunities.

I

Abbasid

[uh bas id, ab uh sid]
Dynasty that succeeded the
Umayyads as caliphs within Islam;
came to power in 750 CE.,

Battle of the River Zab Victory of
Abbasids over Umayyads; resulted
in conquest of Syria and capture of
Umayyad capital.
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The bureaucratization of the Islamic Empire was reflected above all in the growing power of the wazir,
the

on

Harun al-Rashid and the Zenith of the Caliphate

0,

way in the fearful guise of the royal executioner, who stood close to the throne in the public audiences
of the Abbasid rulers. The wazirs oversaw the building of an administrative infrastructure that allowed
the Abbasids to project their demands for tribute to the most distant provinces of the empire. Sheer
size, poor communications, and collusion between Abbasid officials and local notables meant that
the farther the town or village was from the capital, the less effectively royal commands were carried
out. But for more than a century, the Abbasid regime was fairly effective at collecting revenue from
its subject peoples and preserving law and order over much of the empire.
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The Abbasid era saw the full integration of new converts, both Arab and non-Arab, into the Islamic
community. In the last decades of the Umayyad period, there was a growing acceptance of the mawali,
or non-Arab Muslims, as equals. There were also efforts to win new converts to the faith, particularly
among Arab peoples outside the Arabian peninsula. In the Abbasid era, when the practice of dividing
booty between the believers had long been discarded, mass conversions to Islam were encouraged
for all peoples of the empire, from the Berbers of north Africa to the Persians and Turkic peoples of
central Asia. Converts were admitted on an equal footing with the first generations of believers, and
over time the distinction between mawali and the earlier converts all but disappeared.
Most converts were won over peacefully through the great appeal of Islamic beliefs and the
advantages they enjoyed over non-Muslim peoples in the empire. Not only were converts exempt from
paying the head tax, but they had greater opportunities to get advanced
schooling and launch careers as administrators, traders, or judges. No
group demonstrated the new opportunities open to converts as dramatithe
cally as the Persians, who, in part through their bureaucratic skills, soon
Wonders
fEflill
came to dominate the upper levels of imperial administration. In fact, as
the Abbasid rulers became more dissolute and less interested in affairs
of state several powerful Persian families close to the throne became the
real locus of power in the imperial system.
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wazir [wuh-ZEER] Chief
administrative official under the
Abbasid caliphate; initially recruited
from Persian provinces of empire.
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dhows Arab sailing vessels with
triangular or lateen sails; strongly
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Under the Abbasids, Who
succeeded the Umayyads, Islam
became a universal religion

that spread across much of
north Africa and Euro-Asia. With
its capital at Baghdad, Islamic
civil iza ti on

flourish e d under the

Abbasids, even as their empire

began to fragment into regional
power centers,

Baghdad Capital of Abbasid
dynasty located in Iraq near ancient
Persian capital of Ctesiphon.
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The rough treatment the Umayyad clan had received at the hands of the victorious Abbasids should
have forewarned their Sh a and mawali allies of what was to come. But the Shi a and other dissenting
groups continued the support that allowed the Abbasids to level all other centers of political rivalry.
Gradually, the Abbasids rejected many of their old allies, becoming more and more righteous in their
defense of Sunni Islam and increasingly less tolerant of what they called the heretical views of the
various sects of Shi'ism. With the Umayyads all but eliminated and their allies brutally suppressed,
the way was clear for the Abbasids to build a centralized, absolutist imperial order.
The fact that they chose to build their new capital, Baghdad, in Iraq near the ancient Persian
capital of Ctesiphon was a clear sign of things to come. Soon the Abbasid caliphs were perched on
jewel-encrusted thrones, reminiscent of those of the ancient Persian emperors, gazing down on the
great gatherings of courtiers and petitioners who bowed before them in their gilt and marble audience
halls. The caliphs' palaces and harems expanded to keep pace with their claims to absolute power over
the Islamic faithful as well as the non-Muslim subjects of their vast empire.
The ever-expanding corps of bureaucrats, servants, and slaves who strove to translate Abbasid
political claims into reality lived and worked within the circular walls of the new capital at Baghdad.
.,

i
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The rise of the mawali was paralleled in the Abbasid era by the growth
in wealth and social status of the merchant and landlord classes of the
empire. The Abbasid age was a time of great urban expansiop that was
linked to a revival of the Afro-Eurasian trading network, which had
declined with the fall of the Han dynasty in China in the early 3rd century C.E. and the slow collapse of the Roman Empire in the 4th and 5th
centuries. The Abbasid domains in the west and the great Tang and Song
empires in the east became the pivots of the revived commercial system.
From the western Mediterranean to the South China Sea, Arab
dhows, or sailing vessels with lateen (triangular) sails, which later influenced European ship design, carried the goods of one civilized core to
be exchanged with those of another. Muslim merchants often formed
joint ventures with Christians and Jews. Because each merchant had a
different Sabbath, the firm could do business all week. Merchants grew
rich by supplying the cities of the empire with provisions. Mercantile
concerns also took charge of the long-distance trade that specialized in
luxury products for the elite classes. The great profits from trade were
reinvested in new commercial enterprises, the purchase of land, and the
construction of the great mansions that dominated the central quarters
of the political and commercial hubs of the empire. Some wealth also
went to charity, as required by the Qur'an. A good deal of the wealth was
spent on building and running mosques and religious schools, baths,
and rest houses for weary travelers (Figure 7.7). Large donations were

In what ways was the Islamic religion a faith that elevated the status and opportunities of
women, and what were the constraints on this process?

,

-

I;

FIGURE 7.7 The rulers and nobility of the Abbasid capital in Baghdad
frequented baths like that shown in this Persian miniature painting.
Here the caliph, Haroun al-Rashid, receives a haircut while servants
prepare the steam rooms. At the baths, the Abbasid elite could relax,
exchange gossip, and enjoy expert massages. (British Library, London.)
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(continued from previous pope)

FROM ONE END OF THE ISLAMIC world to the other, Muslim

towns and cities can be readily identified by the domes and
minarets of the mosques where the faithful are called to prayer
five times daily. The illustrations included here trace the development of the mosque and the refinement of mosque architecture, the crowning glory of Islamic material culture, during the
early centuries of Muslim expansion. As you look at these pictures and follow the development of the mosque, consider what
the functions of the mosque and the evolving style of mosque
architecture can tell us about Muslim beliefs and values and the
impact of earlier religions, such as Judaism and Christianity,
on Islam.
Given the low level of material culture in pre-Islamic Arabia,
it is not surprising that the earliest prayer houses were simple in
design and construction. In fact, these first mosques were laid out
along the lines suggested by Muhammad's own house. They were
square enclosures with a shaded porch on one side, a columned
shelter on the other, and an open courtyard in between. The outer
perimeter of the earliest mosques was made of reed mats, but
soon more permanent stone walls surrounded the courtyard
and prayer areas. After Mecca was taken and the Ka'ba became
the central shrine of the new faith, each mosque was oriented
to the qibla, or Mecca wall, which always faced in the direction
of the holy city.
In the last years of the prophet, his chair was located so that
the faithful could see and hear him during prayer sessions. During
the time of the first caliphs, the raised area became the place from

V
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Al-Aqsa Mosque (or Dome of the Rock) in Jerusalem, the third holiest
site in Islam.
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The first minarets, or towers from which the faithful were
called to prayer, were added in the early 8th century and soon
became a key feature of the mosque complex. As mosques grew
larger and more architecturally refined, elaborate decoration in
brightly colored ceramic tiles, semiprecious stones, and gold and
silver filigree adorned their sides and domes. Because human and
animal images were forbidden, geometric designs, passages from
the Qur'an in swirling Arabic, and flower and plant motifs were
favored. Nowhere were these decorations more splendid than in
the mosques of Persia. Thus, in the early centuries of Islam, these
great houses of worship became the focal points of Islamic cities,
key places of community worship and socialization, and, with the
schools that were often attached, vital intellectual and educational
centers of the Islamic world.

What do the design and decoration of Muslim mosques tell u5
Pulpit (minbar) from which the Friday sermons are delivered throughout

about the Islamic view of supreme being and the relationship

the Muslim world.

between Allah and humans?

-

Discuss the Christian and Jewish influences you detect in mosque
design and the pattern of religious worship conducted there.

•H

Domes and minarets of the Shah Mosque at Isfahan, Iran.

which sermons were delivered. From the mid-8th century, this
space evolved into a genuine pulpit (mm bar in Arabic). Somewhat
earlier, the practice of building a special and often elaborately
decorated niche in the qibla had developed.
Over time, mosques became more elaborate. Very often the
remains of Greek or Roman temples or abandoned Christian
churches formed the core of major mosques, or the ruins of these
structures were mined for stone for mosque construction. In the
larger cities, the courtyards of the great mosques were surrounded
by columns and arches, and eventually they were enclosed by
great domes such as that at the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.
(continued on next pope)
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What do you think is the significance of the lavish application of
color and the frequent use of floral and plant motifs and Arabic
verses from the Qur'an in the decoration of mosques through
much of the Muslim world?
Qibla wall with decorated section facing Mecca.

also made to hospitals, which in the numbers of their patients and the quality of their medical care
Surpassed those of any other civilization of that time.
The growth of Abbasid cities was also fed by a great increase in handicraft production. Both
government-run and privately owned workshops expanded or were established to produce a wide
range of products, from necessities such as furniture and carpets to luxury items such as glassware,
jewelry, and tapestries. Although the artisans often were poorly paid and some worked in great
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s as a Mirror
id Era

The Mosque as

In towns and the countryside, much of the unskilled labor was left to slaves, often attached to
prominent families as domestic servants. Large numbers of slaves also served the caliphs and their

FROM ONE END OF THE

schools and I read all manner [of] books, and held disputations
on their contents with the doctors and men of science. Moreover,
I studied star lore and the fair sayings of poets, and I exercised
myself in all branches of learning until I surpassed the people
of my time. My skill in calligraphy [writing, in this case Arabic
and perhaps Persian] exceeded that of all of the scribes, and my
fame was bruited abroad over all climes and cities, and all the
kings learned to know my name.

towns and cities4
can
minarets of the m
five times daily
opment of the
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In the following passage, a stylishly dressed woman from the
elite classes is described in great detail:
usieiliaUOn soarea

to fantastic heights. In the Hall of the Tree, for example, there
was a huge artificial tree, made entirely of gold and silver and
filled with gold mechanical birds that chirped to keep the caliph
in good cheer.
Because the tales were just that—tall tales—there is some
exaggeration of the wealth, romantic exploits, and sexual excesses
of the world depicted. But for some members of the elite classes,
the luxuries, frivolities, and vices of the Abbasid age were very
real. The following passages are taken from an English translation of The Thousand and One Nights. Each is selected to reveal a
different facet of high society in the Abbasid era. The first, which
describes the sumptuous interior of a mansion in Baghdad, indicates that conspicuous material consumption existed far beyond
the palace.
They reached a spacious ground-floor hall, built with admirable
skill and beautified with all manner of colors and carvings, with
upper balconies and groined [sharply curved] arches and galleries and cupboards and recesses whose curtains hung before
them. In the midst stood a great basin full of water surrounding
a fine fountain, and at the upper end on the raised dais was a
couch of juniper wood set with gems and pearls, with a canopylike mosquito curtain of red satin-silk looped up with pearls as
big as filberts [hazelnuts] and bigger.

workshops, they were not slaves or drudge laborers. They owned their own tools and were often
highly valued for their skills. The most accomplished of the artisans formed guildlike organizations,
which negotiated wages and working conditions with the merchants and supported their members
in times of financial difficulty or personal crisis.

There stood before him an honorable woman in a mantilla [veil]
of Mosul silk broidered with gold and bordered with brocade [a
rich cloth with a raised design, often of gold or silver]. Her walking shoes were also [broidered] with gold, and her hair floated
in long plaits. She raised her face veil. showing two black eyes
fringed with jetty lashes, whose glances were soft and languishing and whose perfect beauty was ever blandishing.
. .

The woman leads a porter to a marketplace, which again
reflects the opulence accessible to the rich and powerful of
Abbasid society:
She stopped at the fruiter's shop and bought from him Shami
apples and Osmani quinces and Omani peaches, and cucumbers of Nile growth, and Egyptian limes and Sultani oranges
and citrons, besides Aleppine jasmine, scented myrtle berries,
Damascene nenuphars [water lilies], flower of privit and camomile, blood-red anemones, violets, and pomegranate bloom,
eglantine [wild rose], and narcissus, and set the whole in the
porter's crate.

highest advisors. It was possible for the more clever and ambitious slaves to rise to positions of great
power, and many eventually were granted their freedom or were able to buy it. Less fortunate were
the slaves forced into lives of hard labor under the overseer's whip on rural estates and government
projects, such as those devoted to draining marshlands, or into a lifetime of labor in the nightmare
conditions of the great salt mines in southern Iraq. Most of these drudge laborers were non-Muslims
captured on slaving raids in east Africa.
In the countryside, a wealthy and deeply entrenched landed elite called the ayan emerged in the
early decades of Abbasid rule. Many of these landlords had been long established. Others were newcorners: Arab soldiers who invested their share of the bootyin land, or merchants and administrators
who funneled their profits and kickbacks into sizeable estates. In many regions, most peasants did not
own the land they worked. They occupied it as tenants, sharecroppers, or migrant laborers who were
required to give the greater portion of the crops they harvested to the estate owners.

few the Closer Look on
MyHistoryLab: Al-Hariri,
Assemblies (Maqamat)

ayan [a yän] The wealthy landed
elite that emerged in the early
decades of Abbasid rule.

In the first phase of Abbasid rule, the Islamic contribution to human artistic expression focused on
the great mosques, such as those featured in the Visualizing the Past box, and great palaces. In addition to advances in religious, legal, and philosophical discourse, learning in the Muslim domains
focused on the sciences and mathematics. In the early Abbasid period, the main tasks were recovering and preserving the learning of the ancient civilizations of the Mediterranean and Middle East.
Beyond the works of Plato, for example, much of Greek learning had been lost to the peoples of
western Europe. Thanks to Muslim and Jewish scholars, the priceless writings of the Greeks on key
subjects such as medicine, algebra, geometry, astronomy, anatomy, and ethics were saved, recopied in Arabic, and dispersed throughout the empire. From Spain, Greek writings found their way
into Christendom. Among the authors rescued in this manner were Aristotle, Galen, Hippocrates,
Ptolemy, and Euclid.
In addition, scholars working in Arabic transmitted ideas that paralleled the rise of Arab traders
and merchants as the carriers of goods and inventions. For example, Muslim invaders of south Asia
soon learned of the Indian system of numbers. From India they were carried by Muslim scholars
and merchants to the Middle Eastern centers of Islamic civilization. Eventually, the Indian numerical
system was transmitted across the Mediterranean to Italy and from there to northern Europe. Along
with Greek and Arab mathematics, Indian numbers later proved critical to the early modern Scientific
Revolution in western Europe.

p
What objects are key symbols of wealth in Abbasid society?
j

What attainments are highly valued for Lipper -class men?
What do they tell us about occupations and talents that brought

In another tale, a fallen prince details the proper upbringing
and education for a person of substance:

high status in Abbasid society, and how do they compare with
career aspirations in our own?
In comparison, what attributes of women are stressed in these

I am a king, son of a king, and was brought up like a prince.

passages?

I learned intoning the Koran [Qur'an] according [to] the seven
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